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“A whole generation of Korean immigrants and their American born children could have lived and
died in the United States without anyone knowing they had been here. I could not let that happen” --
Kim Ronyoung

Clay Walls weaves the complex threads of Korean culture into the tapestry of American society while telling
the story of the early Korean immigrants, who arrived in Los Angeles in the decade prior to World War II,
and of their American born children.

Haesu, a yangban of the nobility class, is betrothed against her wishes to Chun, a farmer's son. Bound not by
love, but by tradition, she follows him to America where they begin their life together. Born in a land where
class defines one’s status, Haesu’s rank in the United States is acknowledged only by her fellow Koreans.
Servility is anathema to her and she fiercely resists the slights she experiences in California.

Chun, on the other hand, embodies the Taoist mentality. “If you want muddy waters to become clear, you
have to lie still,” he tells Haesu. He seeks no affirmation of his worth from strangers, wanting it only from
his resentful wife.

These two irreconcilable strains of Eastern tradition, personified in Heasu and Chun, are rerated as one by a
disinterested America which fails to distinguish one Asian immigrant from another. Within the walls of their
home, however, the Chuns wage unrelenting war over their differences. It remains for their children, born in
the United States, to integrate these conflicts and, ultimately, find their place in the New World.
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From reader reviews:

John Townsend:

Have you spare time for any day? What do you do when you have a lot more or little spare time? That's why,
you can choose the suitable activity to get spend your time. Any person spent their spare time to take a
wander, shopping, or went to often the Mall. How about open or read a book called Clay Walls? Maybe it is
to get best activity for you. You already know beside you can spend your time along with your favorite's
book, you can cleverer than before. Do you agree with it is opinion or you have other opinion?

Milan Allen:

What do you about book? It is not important to you? Or just adding material if you want something to
explain what you problem? How about your free time? Or are you busy man or woman? If you don't have
spare time to complete others business, it is make you feel bored faster. And you have extra time? What did
you do? Every individual has many questions above. They have to answer that question mainly because just
their can do that. It said that about reserve. Book is familiar on every person. Yes, it is right. Because start
from on pre-school until university need this kind of Clay Walls to read.

Theresa Nash:

Your reading sixth sense will not betray anyone, why because this Clay Walls publication written by well-
known writer who really knows well how to make book that can be understand by anyone who all read the
book. Written inside good manner for you, still dripping wet every ideas and creating skill only for eliminate
your own hunger then you still hesitation Clay Walls as good book not simply by the cover but also by the
content. This is one reserve that can break don't evaluate book by its cover, so do you still needing a different
sixth sense to pick this kind of!? Oh come on your studying sixth sense already told you so why you have to
listening to yet another sixth sense.

Joan James:

Do you like reading a guide? Confuse to looking for your chosen book? Or your book had been rare? Why so
many concern for the book? But just about any people feel that they enjoy regarding reading. Some people
likes reading through, not only science book but novel and Clay Walls or maybe others sources were given
understanding for you. After you know how the great a book, you feel need to read more and more. Science
guide was created for teacher as well as students especially. Those guides are helping them to include their
knowledge. In various other case, beside science guide, any other book likes Clay Walls to make your spare
time far more colorful. Many types of book like this one.
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